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Abstract

Conventional grammar speci�cation and parsing

is generally done in a monolithic manner, i.e. the

syntax and semantics of a grammar are spec-

i�ed in one large speci�cation. Although this

might be su�cient in static environments, a mod-

ular approach is required in situations where the

syntax or semantics of a grammar speci�cation

are subject to frequent changes. The problems

with monolithic grammars are related to (1) deal-

ing with the complexity, (2) extensibility and (3)

reusability. We propose the concept of parser dele-

gation as a solution to these problems. Parser del-

egation allows one to modularise and reuse gram-

mar speci�cations. To achieve this, the notion of

a production rule is specialised into (1) overrid-

ing, (2) extending and (3) delegating production

rule types. To experiment with parser delegation,

we have developed D-yacc, a graphical tool for

de�ning grammars. Parser delegation has been

applied for constructing a translator for an exper-

imental language and is currently applied in other

domains.

�This work has been supported by the Blekinge

Forskningsstiftelse.

1 Introduction

Traditionally, compiler constructors have taken

a functional approach to parsing program text.

Generally, the process consists of a lexical anal-

yser, converting program text into a token stream,

and a parser, converting the token stream into

a parse tree. Both the lexical analyser and the

parser are monolithic entities in that only a sin-

gle instance of each exists in an application. Al-

though this might be adequate for static environ-

ments, a more modular approach is required in

cases where the syntax or semantic actions are

subject to changes, or when one can recognise a

clear partitioning in the grammar for parts of the

input text.

The monolithic approach to grammar speci�ca-

tion is becoming increasingly problematic due to,

at least, two trends one can recognise. First, the

emergence of special purpose languages. Whereas

previously applications were build using one of the

few general purpose languages, nowaday we of-

ten see that specialised, application (domain) spe-

ci�c languages are used. Examples of this can be

found in the fourth generation development envi-

ronments, e.g. Paradox1, and formal speci�cation

environments, e.g. SDL. Each of these environ-

ments de�nes its own language as an interface to

the user. The development of these special pur-

pose languages calls for modularisation and reuse

of grammar speci�cations. A second trend is the

use of grammars to obtain structured input from

1Paradox is a trademark of Borland International, Inc.



the user in, e.g. modern phones. In a modern

phone exchange, the user can request services by

dialing the digits associated with a service. Ex-

ample services are follow-me and tele-conference.

The digits are parsed by a parser and the re-

quested service is activated for the user. A second

example is the use of intermediate �les to store ap-

plication data. The retrieval of the data requires a

parser to parse the �le to recreate the stored struc-

tures. The described trends would bene�t from a

means to modularise and reuse grammar speci�-

cations as it would reduce the e�ort put in to the

construction of parsers.

In this paper we describe parser delegation, a

novel mechanism that allows one to modularise

a syntax speci�cation into multiple parsers. The

base parser can instantiate other parsers and redi-

rect the input token stream to the instantiated

parser. The instantiated parser will parse the in-

put token stream until it reaches the end of its

syntax speci�cation. It will subsequently return

to the instantiating parser, which will continue to

parse from the point where the subparser stopped.

The parser delegation mechanism is not only

used for modularisation, but also for reusing ex-

isting grammar speci�cations. The designer can

specify, when de�ning a new grammar speci�ca-

tion, that one or more existing grammar speci�-

cations are reused. The new grammar is extended

with the production rules and the semantic actions

of the reused grammar, but has the possibility to

override and extend reused production rules and

actions.

To evaluate the mechanism, we constructed a

tool D-yacc for specifying grammars and gram-

mar delegation and reuse. D-yacc uses an ex-

tended yacc speci�cation syntax. The reason

to use yacc is largely pragmatic. It is avail-

able on numerous machines and using yacc al-

lowed us to concentrate on applying and evalu-

ating parser delegation, rather than implementing

our own parser generator. D-yacc allows the user

to work on multiple grammar speci�cations simul-

taneously and to test parsers generated from the

grammars.

To illustrate the parser delegation mechanism,

we use the layered object model (LayOM), the

object-oriented research language we are currently

investigating. As any research language, the syn-

tax and semantics change frequently, although the

changes are generally small. However, to be able

to experiment with the language, we constructed

a translator which translates LayOM program text,

e.g. class descriptions into C++ code, e.g. C++

class descriptions. In LayOM an object is encapsu-

lated by, so called, layers. These layers extend the

behaviour of the class in many ways. Each layer

type de�nes a certain type of functionality, but

in general a layer de�nes a relation with an other

object, e.g. an inheritance, a conditional delega-

tion or an application de�ned relation, like works

for, or a constraint, e.g. a concurrency or real-

time constraint, on the behaviour of the object.

However, often a new layer type, e.g. an appli-

cation speci�c relation type, with its associated

syntax and semantics, is introduced or the seman-

tics or syntax of an existing layer are changed.

When we would use a monolithic parser, we have

to change the parser very often. Instead, we de-

�ne a parser for each layer type and instantiate

the layer parsers from within the class parser.

The remainder of this paper is organised as fol-

lows. In the next section, we briey describe a

number of problems with traditional, monolithic

grammar speci�cation techniques. In section 3 we

propose a solution to these problems, i.e. the con-

cept of parser delegation, which is explained by

using the layered object model example. In sec-

tion 4, D-yacc, the tool implementing parser del-

egation, is described and its use is illustrated by

using LayOM examples. Section 5 discusses work

that is related to the parser delegation concept.

The last section contains conclusions and a de-

scription of the future work.

2 e roble s of onolit ic

arsers

Traditionally, parsers are constructed as often

large, monolithic entities. These parsers contain

all the production rules for all of the syntax and

all of the semantic information that is required.

Below we describe three problems of these mono-

lithic parsers.
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� Complexity: When working with a large

grammar, the designer can `get lost' in the

grammar. For instance, when working on one

aspect, he makes changes that inuence other

parts of the grammar. Because conventional

grammars do not provide a modularisation

mechanism, this problem is unavoidable un-

less one can decompose a grammar speci�ca-

tion into modules.

� Extensibility: A problem resulting from the

complexity is the extensibility of a grammar.

Software, being a model of a part of the real

world, changes regularly and these changes

should be incorporated in a, preferably, natu-

ral manner. However, a monolithic grammar

speci�cation does not provide for extension of

the grammar. Basically, extending a gram-

mar results in editing the original grammar

speci�cation. This, however, easily results

in, again, the complexity problems of editing

a grammar speci�cation which was, possibly

by someone else, de�ned some time ago. It

would be preferable to be able to de�ne the

extensions to a grammar separate from the

grammar itself.

� eusability: When constructing a new gram-

mar while having a related grammar avail-

able, one would like to reuse the existing

grammar and extend and rede�ne parts of it.

However, as described above, apart from the

copy-paste facilities are no mechanisms avail-

able for reusing an existing grammar speci�-

cation. Again, it would be advantageous to

separate the reused grammar from the new

grammar speci�cations.

In the categorisation above, we do not claim

to be exhaustive in the problem identi�cation.

We primarily make a case for a technique that

allows a designer to modularise, reuse and ex-

tend grammar speci�cations. Also others have

identi�ed one or more of these problems, see

e.g. [Min�or 94, Aksit 90]. In this paper we present

the concept of parser delegation as a solution to

the identi�ed problems.

e arser ele ation on-

ce t

The parser delegation concept, as mentioned be-

fore, aims at supporting modularisation and reuse

of grammar speci�cations. This is important

for systems that are likely to be extended or

reused. Conventionally, a grammar speci�cation

was a large monolithic description which was dif-

�cult to extend or reuse. We believe that apply-

ing an object-oriented approach, in particular the

concept of parser delegation, to the speci�cation

grammars and the process of parsing will be very

bene�cial. In the following, the layered object

model example will be introduced �rst. Then the

parser delegation concept is described and illus-

trated by using this example. Due to space con-

straints, we concentrate on grammatical analysis

and do not discuss lexical analysis, nor the sematic

actions associated with production rules.

In this paper, we apply bottom-up parsing,

rather than top-down parsing. The reason for

this is twofold. First, bottom-up parsing handles

a larger class of grammars than top-down pars-

ing and, second, most software tools tend to use

bottom-up methods. For example, yacc accepts

LAL (1) grammars, but also has disambiguat-

ing rules to handle higher order LAL grammars.

However, the concept of parser delegation is not

depending on bottom-up parsing, it can also be

applied to top-down parsing.

3.1 xa le: a ere ject o el

The layered object model (LayOM) [Bosch 94b] is

an extension2 of the conventional object model.

The centre of the object consists of instance vari-

ables and methods, like the conventional object

model, but the object is encapsulated by, so called,

layers. These layers specify additional functional-

ity of the object, generally in terms of relations

with other objects and constraints on the object

itself. Messages sent to or by the object have to

pass the layers. These layers have the ability to

2In this paper, we use a simpli�ed version of the Lay .

The Lay object model supports many additional fea-

tures, e.g. states, conditions and dynamic layer creation.

owever, these aspects are not relevant for the discussion

in this paper.
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change, delay, redirect and respond to messages

send to and from the object. But a layer does not

have to function in response to the receipt of a

message. It can also be an active object, sending

messages and monitoring the context it is placed

in.

As each type of layer has its distinct function-

ality, it also has its own speci�cation syntax. Al-

though layers can share large parts of their speci-

�cation syntax, most layers add some unique syn-

tax elements. In �gure 1, an example LOM class

de�nition is shown.

In class ater emperature ensor (see also �g-

ure 2) three layers are de�ned, i.e. a partial inher-

itance layer pi , a delegation layer d E and

a mutual exclusion layer cc. pi de�nes a par-

tial inheritance relation with class emperature-

ensor. The star denotes that it will inherit all

methods from emperature ensor, but the third

element, i.e. ` calibrate ', indicates that the cal-

ibrate method is not inherited. pon creation

of an instance of class atertemperature ensor,

the pi layer will also create an instance of

class emperature ensor. All messages sent to

the object requesting a method implemented by

class emperature ensor will be sent to the in-

stance created by di . The second layer d E

delegates messages requesting the methods check-

eal and calibrateConstant to an external object

called aterE uipment. The third layer cc de-

�nes a mutual exclusion constraint of `1', mean-

ing that not more than one thread is allowed to

be active within the object. The semantics of

LayOM are only discussed very briey here. We

refer to [Bosch 94a, Bosch 94b, Bosch 94c] for a

detailed description.

Each layer type has its own, independent syn-

tax and semantics. Often, a new type of layer is

added to the system. Also, the syntax and se-

mantics of the existing layer types are changed

regularly. If the parser for LayOM would be im-

plemented as a monolithic parser, we would have

to change the parser very often with all the asso-

ciated problems discussed in section 2. A mech-

anism that supports modularisation and reuse of

grammar speci�cations would be extremely help-

ful in dealing with the complexity of constructing

and maintaining a parser and code generator for

LayOM.

Figure 2: WaterTemperatureSensor object struc-

ture

3. arser ele at on once t

A monolithic grammar can be de�ned as =

( ; ; ; ), where is the name of the gram-

mar, is the set of nonterminals, is the set

of terminals and is the set of production rules.

The set = is the vocabulary of the gram-

mar. Each production rule is de�ned as

= ( ; ), where is de�ned as : where

and � and is the set of semantic

actions associated with the production rule . Dif-

ferent frommost yacc-like grammar speci�cations

(e.g. [Aho , Sun 92]), a grammar in this de�ni-

tion has a name, and the start symbol is simply

denoted by the production called start.

The concept of parser delegation allows one to

delegate parsing of sections of the input token

stream to parsers dedicated to that part of the

syntax. In the example described in the previous

section, the layer speci�cations are parsed by ded-

icated parsers of, respectively, the artial nheri-

tance, elegate and utex type. The base parser,

Class peci cation, instantiates these layer parsers

when it has parsed the layer name and the layer

type. Parser delegation can be used in two ways,

i.e. for reusing an existing grammar speci�cation

and for partitioning a large grammar into a col-

lection of smaller grammar speci�cations.

A parser can be seen as an object and the input

token stream can be viewed as messages to the

object. The right-hand sides of the production

rules are methods with method names equivalent

to the associated grammar speci�cation. If, after

the receipt of a token, a production rule can be

executed, the parser object will do so, otherwise

the token is placed on the stack. If a production

4



ss WaterTemperatureSensor

s

pi TS : PartialInheritance( TemperatureSensor, ( ), (calibrate))

d WE : Delegate( WaterEquipment, (checkSeal, calibrateConstant))

cc : Mutex(1) concurrency constraint

s

voltage : eal

calibrate alue : eal

s

calibrate ( 1, : : : , ) s Boolean

: : :code to calibrate the sensor: : :

readTemperature() s Integer

: : :code to calculate the temperature: : :

WaterTemperatureSensor

Figure 1: Example Class ater emperature ensor

rule matches, the parser object will (1) execute the

semantic actions associated with the production

rule and (2) subsequently replace the right-hand

side elements with the left-hand side nonterminal.

This process of parsing continues until the top-

level production rule has been executed.

In this paper, we concentrate on applying the

concept of delegation, rather than inheritance, to

achieving reuse in parsing. The rational for this

is two-fold. First, others have de�ned inheritance

mechanisms for parsing, and we, therefore, pre-

fer investigating an alternative approach. Second,

and more important, the concept of delegation

provides a uniform framework for both reusing and

modularising grammar speci�cations, whereas in-

heritance does not. We elaborate on this in sec-

tion 5.

. . s

In situations where a designer has to de�ne a

grammar and a related grammar speci�cation ex-

ists, one would like to reuse the existing grammar

and extend and rede�ne parts of it. If a grammar

is reused, all the production rules and semantic

actions become available to the reusing grammar

speci�cation. In our approach, reuse of an existing

grammar is achieved by creating an instance of a

parser for the reused grammar upon instantiation

of the parser for the reusing grammar. The reusing

parser uses the reused parser by delegating parts

of the parsing process to the reused parser.

When reusing an existing grammar speci�ca-

tion, a crucial aspect is the ability to override and

exclude production rules from the reused gram-

mar. To achieve this, the reusing parser must

control the productions performed by the reused

parser. A second important aspect is that the

reusing grammar is able to extend productions

declared at the reused parser. To allow o errid-

ing and extension of reused production rules, two

types of production rule speci�cation are de�ned.

The �rst is the o erriding speci�cation, denoted

by ' ', and the second is the extending speci�ca-

tion, denoted by ' '. The semantics of the pro-

duction rule speci�cation types are de�ned below.

� : 1 2 ... , where and

All productions � from are ex-

The term `reusing parser' is a shorthand for the parser

generated from the reusing grammar speci�cation. imi-

larly, `reused parser' refers to the parser generated from

the reused grammar speci�cation
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Figure 3: Parser Delegation for Grammar euse

cluded from the grammar speci�cation and

only the productions from are in-

cluded.

� +: 1 2 ... , where and

The production rule 1 2 ... , if ex-

isting in is replaced by the speci�ed

production rule .

The production rule types do not allow the de-

signer to specify exclusion of production rules in

the reused grammar. Exclusion is speci�ed to-

gether with the reuse speci�cation, i.e. when the

name of the grammar is speci�ed. Thus, when a

grammar 1 reuses a grammar 2, 1 can de�ne

a set
2 2

such that if
2

then
1
.

In �gure 3 the parser con�guration for reuse

is shown. The reusing parser has a reference to

the reused parser. The reused parser has con-

trolled access to the stack of the reusing parser.

The access has to be controlled in order to be able

to exclude production rules de�ned in the reused

parser. As the production rules de�ned in the

reusing grammar are always tried before the parser

attempts to execute the reused production rules,

no additional control for overriding productions is

required.

. . s -

In the preceding text we described how grammar

speci�cations can be reused. We will now describe

how a grammar speci�cation can be modularised.

When modularising a grammar speci�cation, the

grammar speci�cation is divided into a collection

of grammar module classes, of which one is the

base grammar class. A third type of produc-

tion rule speci�cation, called delegating produc-

tion rule has been de�ned to coordinate between

modules. When the parser object executes a dele-

gating production rule, it creates a new parser ob-

ject. The new parser object is an instance of the

class speci�ed by the production rule. The active

parser object delegates parsing to the new parser

object, which will gain control over the input to-

ken stream. The new parser object, now referred

to as the delegated parser, parses the input token

stream until it is �nished and subsequently it re-

turns control to the delegating parser object.

The delegated parser starts with an empty to-

ken (or message) queue and an empty stack. It

parses the input token stream from the current

location until it reaches the end of its grammar

speci�cation, at which point it will have reached

location . The delegating parser continues pars-

ing at location as if no tokens existed between

and
�1. The result of the delegating production

is the instantiated parser object.

A delegating production rule is denoted by

' id ', where id refers to the name of the delegated

parser that is instantiated upon the actual produc-

tion. One, very useful, type of id is i, which refers

to the value of the i-th element at the right-hand

side. The semantics of this production rule type

are shown below.

� [ ]: 1 2 ... , where and

The element must contain the name of a

parser class which will be instantiated and

parsing will be delegated to this new parser.

When the delegated parser is �nished pars-

ing, it will return control to the delegating



Figure 4: Parser Delegation for Grammar Modularisation

parser, which stores a reference to the del-

egated parser which contains the parsing re-

sult. When is used as an identi�er, must

have a valid parser class name as its value.

In �gure 4 the process of parser delegation

for modularising purposes is illustrated. In (1)

a delegating production rule is executed. This re-

sults (2) in the instantiation of a new, dedicated

parser object. In (3) the control over the input to-

ken stream has been delegated to the new parser,

which parses its section of the token stream. In (4)

the new parser has �nished parsing and it has re-

turned the control to the originating parser. This

parser stores a reference to the dedicated parser

as it contains the parsing results.

. .

s

Here, we use the principle of parser delegation

for the same reasons delegation is used in object-

oriented languages: reuse and modularisation. Al-

though these two goals are sometimes mixed, we

have to separate them clearly in grammar spec-

i�cation. Because of the extended functionality

of a grammar speci�cation in D-yacc, we de�ne

a grammar as = ( ; ; ; ; ) where

is the name of the de�ned grammar, is the

set of reused grammars, is the set of de�ned

nonterminals, the set of de�ned terminals and

the set of de�ned productions. is de�ned as

= ( 1; 2; : : : ; ), where = ( ; ).

is the set of excluded nonterminals of the gram-

mar referred to by . A Grammar de�ned

in D-yacc is equivalent to a monolithic grammar

. In �gure 5, the relation between a D-yacc

grammar and a monolithic grammar is de-

�ned.

Due to space and complexity reasons we have

not included the delegated grammars in the for-

mal de�nition. The resulting de�nition is so large

and complex that it would not be supportive to

this paper. The causes for the complexity of ex-

pressing delegated grammars also in an equivalent

monolithic parser are the following:

� The production rules of the delegated gram-

mar can only be used in the (monolithic) pars-

ing process immediately after a corresponding

delegating production has been executed.

� Similarly, after the delegating grammar is �n-

ished the production rules in the delegating

grammar can not be used anymore.

� Also, while the monolithic parser is parsing

delegated production rules, the production

rules originally part of the delegating parser

are not allowed to be used.

� Lastly, is used as the identi�er in a dele-

gating production rule, the delegated parser

class is determined at run-time, i.e. when the

input text is parsed. Therefore, it is not pos-

sible to de�ne an equivalent monolithic parser

in cases where is used.

We believe that the di�culty of specifying in

an equivalent monolithic grammar for a D-yacc



A grammar , as de�ned within the D-yacc environment,

= ( ; ; ; ; )

= ( 1
; : : : ; )

= ( ; ) where refers to the reused grammar

= ( ; ; ; ; )

has an equivalent monolithic grammar = ( ; ; ; ), de�ned as

=

=
1

: : : , where

=

= 1 : : :

= 1 : : : , where

= = ( ; ); :

Figure 5: A D-yacc grammar and its equivalent monolithic grammar

grammar incorporating delegated grammars is a

clear indication that the expressiveness of D-

yacc grammar speci�cations is larger than the

expressiveness of conventional, monolithic gram-

mar speci�cations.

3.3 ll strat n the once t o arser

ele at on

In this section we illustrate the concept of

parser delegation by using examples based on the

LayOM object model described in section 3.1. We

�rst show an example of reusing a grammar and

subsequently an example of modularising a gram-

mar speci�cation.

. . s s

We will now illustrate the reuse of an existing

grammar speci�cation with the example in �g-

ure . The artial nheritance layer syntax has

much in common with the nheritance layer syn-

tax, but extends it to allow exclusion of methods

of the inherited class. In the grammar speci�ca-

tions, �rst the nheritance layer syntax is speci�ed

and subsequently the artial nheritance layer syn-

tax. The latter reuses the production rules of the

former and extends the Class eclaration rule with

an additional right hand side that speci�es, next

to the class name, the methods that are to be in-

herited from the class. This allows the designer to

reuse only a subset of the methods of a class.

. . -

ext to using parser delegation for reusing exist-

ing grammar speci�cations, it can also be used for

modularising a grammar speci�cation. When the

base parser executes a production of the delegat-

ing rule type, it instantiates a parser of the speci-

�ed parser type. After instantiation the delegating

parser stores a reference to the delegated parser

and subsequently hands it the control over the in-

put token stream. The delegated parser parses

the input token stream until it reaches the end of

its grammar speci�cation. It then returns control

to the delegating parser which continues from the

position in the input token stream where the dele-

gated parser stopped. Do note that parser delega-

tion is transitive in that the delegated parser can

instantiate again a new parser and pass the control

over the input token stream to it. In �gure , the

section of the Class peci cation grammar speci�-

cation for parsing layers is shown. In this example,

when the Layer rule matches, the action part is

executed, which instantiates and delegates to the

new parser object of type 3.



' ' ' '

' ' ' '

' '

Figure : Example of Parser Delegation for Grammar euse

LayerDeclaration : 'layers' Layers

Layers : Layer ' ' Layers

empty

Layer [ 3]: identi�er ':' identi�er

Figure : Example of Parser Delegation for Grammar Modularisation

ele atin arser ool

To investigate and apply the concept of parser del-

egation in real applications, we have developed D-

yacc , a graphical tool for specifying grammars

that can reuse from and delegate to other gram-

mars. For pragmatic reasons, we decided to make

use of yacc for the actual parser generation. By

doing this we were not required to build a parser

generator, but could focus our e�ort on construct-

ing a translator and a c preprocessor. For

space reasons, we do not discuss the lexical anal-

ysis, nor the semantic actions, but concentrate on

the grammatical analysis.

ya is currently a prototype tool, but we plan to

improve it and, perhaps, make it publically available.

D-yacc can be seen as being composed of three

parts:

� ser nterface: The user-interface allows the

grammar designer to work on the de�nition of

grammar speci�cations. Grammars are spec-

i�ed in the D-yacc syntax which is an exten-

sion of the yacc speci�cation syntax. The

full speci�cation of the D-yacc syntax can

be found in appendix A. The tool allows the

designer to work with multiple grammars and

to test a generated parser using test input and

examining the resulting test output.

� D-yacc to yacc ranslator: The grammars

are speci�ed by the designer using the D-

yacc syntax. As we make use of yacc, the

input grammar has to be compliant with it.

The translator converts a D-yacc grammar

9



speci�cation into a yacc grammar speci�ca-

tion. For pragmatic reasons, i.e. to be able

to make use of yacc, the reused grammars

and the selected grammar are converted into

one yacc grammar speci�cation, rather than

implementing it as described in section 3.2.1.

Do note, however, that this makes no di�er-

ence from the user's perspective as the gener-

ation is done automatically. This approach,

therefore, does not su�er from the problems

described in section 2. Delegated grammars

for modularisation are implemented as de-

scribed in section 3.2.2.

� c preprocessor: yacc generates a c

�le containing the parser, but it uses prede-

�ned function names. This prede�ned nam-

ing will cause name conicts when we have

multiple parsers in one application. There-

fore, we preprocess the c �les to rename

all potentially conicting names, e.g. foo,

into unique identi�ers, e.g. foo.

In �gure , the conceptual organisation of D-

yacc and the components it uses in its course

of operation are shown. We will now describe

what happens if a user decides to test a gram-

mar. The D-yacc environment generally contains

multiple grammars which have some relation with

each other. The selected grammar is analysed to

determine what grammars it uses. The selected

grammar and all reused grammars are converted

into one yacc grammar speci�cation. Each gram-

mar used for modularisation purposes, speci�ed in

D-yacc syntax, is translated into a correspond-

ing yacc speci�cation. Each yacc speci�cation is

converted into a c program by yacc. The

D-yacc preprocessor will convert the resulting

c program into an equivalent c program in

which all yacc speci�c identi�ers are renamed to

unique names. This last conversion is required to

have multiple parsers coexisting in a c applica-

tion. The translator has also generated a make le

at the generation of the yacc speci�cation. When

it has converted, generated and preprocessed all

the required grammar parsers, D-yacc will start

themake tool to compile and link all necessary �les

and the result is an executable program containing

all the speci�ed parsers. The user can now test the

grammar by typing text into the input text win-

dow and starting the executable program. The

result is printed in the output text window of the

user interface. In �gure 9 the user interface of the

tool is shown.

elated or

The need for grammar reuse and modularisa-

tion has been recognised by several researchers.

In [Min�or 94], the authors mention the importance

for grammar reuse and draw the analogy between

code reuse and grammar reuse, but they defer this

to future work. Instead they try to deal with the

complexity of grammar speci�cation through the

decomposition of a grammar speci�cation into an

abstract and concrete grammar. Extensibility and

reuseability are not addressed.

In the �eld of attribute grammars, object-

oriented concepts are, among others, applied

by [Hedin 9, Grosch 90, astens 92]. However,

the concepts are, in general, not applied to reuse

and or modularise grammar speci�cations, but

to deal with attributes and attribute compu-

tation. Hedin [Hedin 9] describes an object-

oriented notation for attribute grammars where

sub(child)productions are speci�ed as subtypes

of their super(parent)productions. This results

in the grammar speci�cation being represented

analogous to a classi�cation hierarchy. Although

this reduces the complexity of the grammar spec-

i�cation, little support is o�ered for modular-

ising, extending or reusing an existing gram-

mar speci�cation. A similar approach is taken

in [Grosch 90], where attributes and attribute

computations are inherited from the supertype.

astens and Waite [ astens 92] take a slightly dif-

ferent approach by de�ning attribution modules

containing abstracted semantics, i.e. attributes

and attribute computations, that can be reused.

One approach to reuse of grammar speci�ca-

tions is grammar inheritance. In [Aksit 90] a

mechanism for grammar inheritance is described.

It allows a grammar to inherit production rules

from one or more prede�ned grammars. Inherited

production rules can be overridden in the inher-

iting grammar, but exclusion of rules is not sup-

ported. Although inheritance o�ers a mechanism

to reuse existing grammar speci�cations, no sup-

port for modularising a grammar speci�cation is

10



Figure : Conceptual view of D-yacc

o�ered. Therefore, for purposes of modularising

a large grammar speci�cation, we are convinced

that delegation is a better mechanism than in-

heritance. The rational for this is that delega-

tion allows one to separate a grammar speci�ca-

tion at the object level, whereas inheritance would

still require the de�nition of a monolithic parser,

although being composed of inherited grammar

speci�cations. Also, delegation o�ers a uniform

mechanism for both reuse and modularisation of

grammar speci�cations.

An approach to facilitate evolutionary parser

development is described in [Hucklesby 9]. They

use a parsing library with classes that represent

nodes in the grammar speci�cation. Extensi-

bility is supported by inserting intermediate su-

perclasses of nodes. It, however, does not sup-

port grammar decomposition, nor does it facili-

tate reuse of grammar speci�cations as a whole.

Another approach, based on the aformentioned

work, is described in [Grape 92] where the authors

aim at a high degree of seperation between syn-

tax and semantics as a means to support extensi-

bility. This is achieved by modelling syntax trees

separately from parse trees and by de�ning actions

that convert the parse tree into a syntax tree. The

syntax tree is supposed to be more stable than

the parse tree, because the latter changes for ev-

ery grammar change whereas the set of keywords

and operators, which makes up the syntax tree,

tends to be more stable. The work of [Grape 92]

does not provide means for modularising, reusing

or extending grammar speci�cations.

In a way, one could view a preprocessor, e.g.

the c preprocessor, as a means to modularise

and extend an existing grammar. A preprocessor

can process the input text and replace parts of

the input text with text that can be parsed by the

parser. We consider this solution to be inferior to

parser delegation for, among others, the following

reasons:

� It requires the semantics of the preprocessed

input text to be expressable in terms of the

grammar on which the parser is based.

� It provides no means for reusing, overriding

or extending parts in the parser.

� It does not allow for changing the semantic

actions, e.g. the way the parse tree is con-

structed, in the parser.

To the best of our knowledge, no approaches for

modularising grammar speci�cations have been

de�ned. Also, the application of the concept of

delegation for the reuse and extension of grammar

speci�cations we believe to be novel.

onclusion and uture or

The traditional, monolithic approach to gram-

mar speci�cation has a number of problems when

11



Figure 9: ser Interface of the D-yacc Tool

the syntax and semantics are subject to frequent

changes. These problems are related to (1) deal-

ing with the complexity of a large grammar speci-

�cation, (2) the di�culty of extending a grammar

speci�cation and (3) the impossibility of reusing a

grammar speci�cation in a satisfying manner. In

this paper we have proposed parser delegation, a

novel concept to deal with reusing and modularis-

ing grammar speci�cations. The concept of parser

delegation provides a solution to the problems as-

sociated with conventional, monolithic grammar

speci�cation.

To investigate and apply parser delegation in

real applications, we have developed D-yacc, a

graphical tool for specifying grammars that can

reuse from and delegate to other grammars. For

pragmatic reasons, this tool converts a grammar

speci�cation in D-yacc into a yacc grammar

speci�cation. D-yacc modi�es the c code

generated by yacc to allow multiple parsers in

a single c application. D-yacc is currently

a restricted prototype, but we plan to improve it

and, perhaps, make it publically available.

We have used parser delegation in the

LayOM translator. Currently, parser delegation is

being applied in the telecommunications domain.

A modern phone exchange, nowadays, o�ers many

services which are requested by dialing digits, the

and . These services change over time and

when the parsing of the service requests would

be done by a monolithic parser, this parser would

need to be updated regularly. By con�guring each

type of service with its own parser, the base parser

can delegate the service requests to the parser spe-

ci�c for that service type. We intend to apply the

concept of parser delegation in several other appli-

cation domains.
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